Employing an inhomogeneous solvable lattice model, we derive an exact expression for a boundary-to-boundary edge current on a lattice of finite width. This current is an example of a class of parafermionic observables recently introduced in an attempt to rigorously prove conformal invariance of the scaling limit of critical two-dimensional lattice models. It also corresponds to the spin current at the spin-Quantum Hall transition in a model introduced by Chalker and Coddington, and generalized by Gruzberg, Ludwig and Read. Our result is derived from a solution of the q-deformed Knizhnik-Zamolodchikov equation, and is expressed in terms of a symplectic Todalattice wave-function.
Introduction
In an attempt to rigorously prove conformal invariance of the scaling limit of critical twodimensional lattice models, an interesting new class of parafermionic observables for Potts and loop models was recently introduced, see e.g. [1] [2] [3] [4] . These observables are expressed in terms of the loop representation of the Fortuin-Kasteleyn (FK) cluster expansion of the Potts-model [5, 6] , and can be shown to be discretely holomorphic for certain parameter values. The operators corresponding to these observables carry a spin conjugate to the winding angles of the loops. In this paper we will compute an exact closed form expression for one such type of observable, with spin one, for a lattice loop model on a strip of finite width. As we show below, this observable corresponds to the spin-current at the quantum Hall transition in a system where time-reversal symmetry is broken, but SU (2) spin symmetry is intact [7] . The remarkable aspect of our result is the feasibility of an exact calculation for a finite size model which is not free-fermionic. We will study a statistical ensemble of non-intersecting paths in a strip of finite width and infinite length. The paths may form closed loops, or terminate on the boundary. We assume that the paths that connect the two boundaries all carry an equal current from the left to the right boundary. The closed loops, and the paths that connect two points of the same boundary do not carry any current. We wish to calculate the mean current density induced by the statistics of the paths. This can be expressed in the observable F (x 1 ,x 2 ) representing the mean total current passing in between the points x 1 and x 2 , oriented with x 1 to the left of the direction of the current.
Here Γ is the set of configurations, N
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is +1 if x 1 lies in the region above the paths, and −1 if it lies below. The sign of the path in Figure 1 thus is −1. The observable F is antisymmetric, F (x 1 ,x 2 ) = −F (x 2 ,x 1 ) and additive,
The current defined above corresponds to the spin current in a generalised ChalkerCoddington network model [7] [8] [9] for the spin quantum Hall effect. The Chalker-Coddington network model is based on the semi-classical picture of electrons in two dimensions moving under the influence of a strong perpendicular magnetic field in a long-ranged disorder potential. The network consists of a square lattice whose edges are unidirectional channels and whose vertices are scattering centers. A potential correlation length much larger than the magnetic length leads to the formation of clusters where the wave function amplitude changes only slightly. These clusters correspond to those of critical percolation. The classical limit of the generalised Chalker-Coddington model [9] on the square lattice is therefore described by the solvable completely packed O(n = 1) lattice model. In a further generalization Gruzberg et al [7] used a pseudo spin description of the particle and hole states. When the SU (2) spin symmetry is observed, the full quantum mechanical spin current corresponds to the current observable we study here. For these models we are able to derive a closed form expression for the ensemble expectation value of a discretised version of (1.1). The analogous calculation for the current around a cylinder has also been performed. [10] 2 The square lattice loop model for percolation Consider a square lattice of width L and infinite height. Each square of the lattice has paths drawn on it in two possible orientations, and , to which we assign probabilities 1/2. These paths represent hulls of percolation clusters [5] . In Section 2.3 we will consider much more general relative probabilities, but we postpone introducing technicalities for clarity of exposition. We also assign probabilities to the paths at the edge of the lattice, which can be connected either to the boundary or to each other. Paths at the left boundary correspond to the following pictures, and , and likewise for the right boundary. In this way the lattice rows come in groups of two:
.
Each site on the upper or lower edge of a double row is connected to either the boundary or another site. Paths with both ends connected to one boundary and those connecting one boundary to the other both have weight one. We denote the weight of closed loops in the bulk by −(q + 1/q), which introduces the parameter q. We will mainly be interested in the special point q = e 2π i/3 , and so closed loops will also have weight 1. The way in which paths connect the sites on either the top or bottom edge of a double row is called a link pattern.
When we consider the model on the semi-infinite strip, e.g. the lattice extends infinitely far below, sites on the top edge are either connected to each other, or to one of the boundaries. The total number of such link patterns in a system of size L is 2 L . Each link pattern can be expressed using open and closing parentheses where matching parentheses represent connected sites, unmatched opening (closing) parentheses indicate a connection to the right (left) boundary. For example, ()()(()( is the link pattern of size L = 8 shown on the top edge above. This model is known as the completely packed O(n = 1) loop model.
Boundary-to-boundary current
We now define the boundary-to-boundary current for the completely packed O(n = 1) model. The ensemble of paths in this case is given by the possible configurations of the bulk and boundary faces of the lattice, and P (C) in (1.1) is uniform for all possible configurations. Because of the additivity property of F it suffices to concentrate on the case where the two markers are placed on adjacent sites, so that |N (x 1 ,x 2 ) C | ≤ 1. The markers can be separated by a horizontal lattice edge 
Main result
Our main result is an explicit expression for (2.1) and (2.2) on an inhomogeneous lattice infinite in both vertical directions but of finite width. In order to present these expressions here we need to first introduce some auxiliary functions. Let
where we have introduced the symplectic character χ λ of degree λ defined by
Also let
where the constant c L is given by
It is worthwhile to point out that the function u L defined in (2.5) precisely has the form of a Toda lattice wave function [11] . Under a technical assumption explained in Section 5.1, we will prove that, on an inhomogeneous lattice of width L,
where v is a dummy variable and w is a spectral parameter introduced by the transfer matrix of the system. We will now describe in more details the dependence on the parameters z 1 , . . . , z L which are attached to the L sites, and ζ 1 , ζ 2 to the left and right boundary respectively.
Inhomogeneous weights
In this section we define a much more general version of the O(n) model. We define 9) and parametrise the relative probabilities of orientations of paths on elementary plaquettes by
Correspondingly, for path segments at the boundaries we take
Multiplication of two pictures consists of concatenation and identification of edges in such a way that lines with arrows join up according to orientation, see e.g. [13] . It then follows that these R and K matrices satisfy
Note that we can use these pictures in any orientation, as the arrows uniquely determine how the variables z and w enter. The transfer matrix for the generalised system is then
In [12] it was shown that such double row transfer matrices form a one parameter family of commuting matrices, see also [13, 14] in the context of loop models. The transfer matrix acts on a link pattern by sending it to a linear combination of other link patterns, weighted by (Laurent) polynomials in the parameters z i and ζ j introduced by the R and K matrices. Note that the polynomials in the eigenvectors of the transfer matrix do not depend on w, which is a spectral parameter only.
Infinite lattice and groundstate eigenfunction
Consider a horizontal line across the infinite lattice of finite width. The probability distribution of downward link patterns on this line is given by the groundstate eigenvector of the transfer matrix, which for q = e 2 iπ/3 has corresponding eigenvalue 1 [13] . We will denote this groundstate eigenvector by
This is a vector of polynomials in z i and ζ j , indexed by link patterns α:
The probabilities for the upward link patterns are prescribed by the transpose vector Ψ * |. Since we have
the vector Ψ * | is related to |Ψ by a horizontal reflection of the link patterns [eg., )(()() goes to ()())( for L = 6] and a swapping of parameters;
Note that the dual vector Ψ * | should not be confused with the left eigenvector of the transfer matrix, which for q = e 2 iπ/3 is simply the vector whose entries are all equal.
We will at times suppress some of the arguments of polynomials. Unless otherwise stated, Y L = Y L (w; ζ 1 , ζ 2 ; z 1 , . . . , z L ) with a special dependence on w, and X
. . , z L ) with a special dependence on z k . Where relevant, variables will be given explicitly, and the notationẑ i in a list of arguments will mean that z i is missing from the list.
Let us define the operator F
, where x 1 and x 2 are separated by one horizontal or vertical step, by marking two vertices inside the transfer matrix
The expectation value
, as defined in (1.1), is thus given for the infinite lattice by
As α|β = 1, ∀α, β, we have that 20) where Z L = α ψ α is the normalisation of the eigenvector. It can be shown, see [13] as well as the next section, Z * L = Z L . A special case of this operator is when both markers are on the top or bottom row of the transfer matrix (these are equivalent). In this case the coordinates of the markers are of the form x 1 = (k, j) and x 2 = (k + 1, j), and we can write the operator as a product. For example, when the markers sit at the bottom row of a transfer matrix, we can write
X , where κ is the operator consisting of the two markers. Hence
The expectation value X (k,bot) L therefore does not depend on the spectral parameter w. The pair of markers in X has one other possible vertical position in the double row transfer matrix -on the middle line. We will show that this case is equal to markers at the bottom. There are two possible vertical positions for the markers in Y , but the top case is obtained from the bottom case by sending z i → 1/z i . We therefore concentrate on the operators X and Y where the positions of the markers can be expressed purely in terms of their horizontal position. The horizontal position of the 1 marker is given by k, and the 2 marker is either to the right of 1 in the case of X, or below in the case of Y . We define the positions of the vertices of the lattice by assigning 1 to L + 1 horizontally from left to right. In this way the position k = 2 refers to the point one column along the bottom row of the transfer matrix. This numbering convention has the advantage that the parameter whose rapidity line passes between the markers in X (k) is z k .
In the next section we will also show that Y L is independent of the horizontal position of Y , so we will only use the k label for X.
Symmetries
The expectation values Y L and X
(i)
L have a number of symmetries, most arising from properties of the transfer matrix. The transfer matrix also allows us to deduce certain recursion relations which the expectation values should satisfy, and the symmetries are then used to generalise these relations. In this section we describe all the symmetries and relations satisfied by the expectation values.
Symmetries of the expectation values
As shown in [13, 15] , and suppressing irrelevant notation, the transfer matrix satisfies the interlacing conditions
It is easily seen that these interlacing conditions still hold to the left and right of the markers in the operators
for all values k = i, i + 1. Equations (3.1) and the uniqueness of the groundstate eigenvector |Ψ lead to following equations which constitute the q-Knizhnik-Zamolodchikov equation [16, 17] for open boundaries [13, 15, 18, 19] ,
Similarly, the dual vector Ψ * | satisfies
Using (2.13), we thus have for
and similarly, for k = 1 and k = L respectively,
L is invariant under the action of the Weyl group of type B k−1 and thus is symmetric in ∪ k−1 j=1 {z j } as well as invariant under
There exist further symmetries, but, as we will show now, these require more work to prove.
Symmetries of Y L
We will show that Y (k) L in fact is independent of k, and is symmetric in the combined set of inhomogeneities,
Consider an infinite lattice made up of double-row transfer matrices. Let P be the set of all paths p which start from the left boundary and end at the right. Since Y (k) L depends only on the spectral parameter of one double-row transfer matrix, we can assume that the internal spectral parameters of all transfer matrices are equal. Let us call this common value w. Therefore a path is independent of its vertical position, and we shall abuse notation to also denote by p the equivalence class of all vertical translates of a particular path p. The weight ω p of each path is the product of the Boltzmann weights associated to the local path orientations from each R and K matrix involved in fixing p.
The set P can be split into two mutually exclusive subsets: P t , the set of paths which start in the top half of the K matrix on the left, and P b , the set of paths which start in the bottom half. These sets have a 1-1 correspondence: each path p ∈ P t can be transformed into a pathp ∈ P b by a vertical flip. The weights of the two paths are related by
. . , L + 1}, and a path p ∈ P b . Because we must consider all of the possible vertical positions of p, it may have multiple contributions to Y . The number of contributions m p depends on the number of times the path crosses back and forth over the vertical line on which the markers of Y are placed. It can be seen that when k is odd, all paths in P b contribute positively, because each path enters Y (k) from the left. They all contribute negatively (i.e. enter from the right) when k is even. The opposite is true for the paths in P t .
For example, for k = 1, the path p 1 ∈ P b in Figure 3a ) has one vertical translate which also winds through the two markers, hence its multiplicity m p 1 = 2. The sister pathp 1 , depicted in Figure 3b) , is obtained by flipping the complete configuration (but not the markers), and has mp 1 = 1. Since a path must cross position k from left to right exactly once more than it crosses from right to left, there is always one more path contributing positively than negatively. The consequence of this is that, for p ∈ P b and its sister pathp ∈ P t , it holds that mp = m p − 1 when k is odd and mp = m p + 1 when k is even. Consequently, Y is given by
As we showed in the previous section,
It thus follows that each translational equivalence class of paths p in P b has only one contribution to Y , which is equal to the average of the weights of p andp. It is also clear from the above that Y (k) is in fact independent of k. Since Y L is independent of its horizontal position, there is no longer a restriction on the symmetries, so it is symmetric in z i and invariant under z j → 1/z j , ∀i, j. Furthermore, as a function of the spectral parameter w, it now follows from (
In Appendix A, the following relationship is proven:
In addition, if a path p ∈ P b has a contribution of
L , then its sister path has the contribution −ω p (z
L is antisymmetric when all z i are sent to 1/z i . From the already known symmetries, this antisymmetry must be attributed to
Finally, note the additivity property around an elementary plaquette,
The invariance of Y implies that the operator X (mid) , placed in the middle of the transfer matrix, has the same expectation value as an operator X placed on the bottom.
Recursion relations
In this section, we will list relations that are satisfied by the expectation values X
and Y L , with a view to show that there are enough such relations, given the degree, to determine these polynomials. Let us first recall the recursions satisfied by the transfer matrix and the normalisation [13] .
Recursion for the transfer matrix
Let ϕ i denote the map that sends site j to j + 2 for j ≥ i in a link pattern, and then inserts a link from site i to i + 1, thus creating a link pattern of size two greater. For example,
In [13] it was shown that for q = e 2π i/3
The argument for deriving (4.2) is as follows. From the qKZ equation (3.3) it follows that setting z i+1 = qz i in the eigenvector |Ψ immediately causes many of its entries to vanish. The only nonzero entries are the ones associated to a link pattern with a small link from position i to i + 1. Let us denote a state corresponding to such a link pattern as ϕ i |α L−2 , where α L−2 is a generic link pattern for size L − 2. We thus consider local configurations of the form
As shown in Appendix A of [13] , the sixteen possible configurations in the above picture can be grouped by their connectivities, and the weight of each connectivity is then the sum of weights of the orientations in the group. In this way there are five groups of three terms each, with one left over (two of these groups actually have the same connectivity, but it is simpler to consider them separately). The weight associated with each group of three has a factor of the following form:
for some u. Therefore, out of the all the connectivities, only one has nonzero weight:
This weight, when q = e 2π i/3 , is equal to 1, leading to
Likewise one can prove that at the boundary, see Appendix B, the transfer matrix at q = e 2π i/3 satisfies
where ϕ 0 is the map that sends site j to site j + 1, and inserts a closing parenthesis on the first site, and ϕ L is the map that inserts an opening parenthesis after the last site. Now, acting with both sides of (4.6) on the vector
which, by uniqueness of the eigenvector |Ψ L , implies that
where p(z i ; . . . ,ẑ i ,ẑ i+1 , . . .) is a proportionality factor which can be determined [13] . We find likewise proportionality results from the boundary recursions (4.7) and (4.8).
Normalisation
Recall that the groundstate eigenvector can be written as
With the explicit result of [13] for the proportionality factor p(z i ; . . . ,ẑ i ,ẑ i+1 , . . .) the recursion (4.10) becomes
This recursion, along with the boundary recursions,
allows us to obtain an expression for the overall normalization Z L of the vector |Ψ ,
with τ L as defined in (2.3). This result is based partly on the recursion satisfied by τ L ,
We will determine Y L and X
(k)
L in a similar way.
Recursion relations for Y L
Placing the markers in Y L sufficiently far away from the region we look at, we can show that exactly the same recursions satisfied by the transfer matrix in (4.6), (4.7) and (4.8) are also satisfied by Y L . We then find formulas similar to (4.10) for Y L . The symmetries of Y L mean that these recursions can be generalised, for instance the bulk recursions are true with z i = qz j , not just z i = qz i+1 . Since the proportionality factors in the numerator and denominator of the expectation value Y L cancel each other, we find the following 4L 17) and for the boundaries, there are 4 recursions,
A description of the derivation of the boundary recursions can be found in Appendix B. From Appendix A, the anti-symmetry (3.11) of X (k)
L and the symmetry (3.9), we also have the relations 
Relations for X (k) L
The expectation value X (k) satisfies many similar recursion relations, leading to expressions for X (k) at specified values of z i with i = k. Without loss of generality we take i > k and obtain 4L − 8 recursions for the bulk,
and 4 recursions for the boundaries,
Furthermore, Appendix A and the anti-symmetry (3.11
L , viewed as a polynomial in z i , in 4L points.
Solution

Degree
We recall definition (2.19) of the current expectation value
We have observed for small systems, that the numerator contains a factor Z L , cancelling one of such factors in the denominator. We assume that this factorisation occurs for all system sizes, and hence that F L is of the form F
where P is a polynomial. Unfortunately we have not been able to find a proof for this factorisation.
For both expectation values X L and Y L , the degree width of the numerator must equal the degree width of the denominator. The degree width of Z L is 4L − 2 in each variable z i . By the assumption above, this means for X (k) L that the numerator must also be of degree width 4L − 2 in each variable. For Y L , we must also take into account the action of the transfer matrix. The numerator and denominator of each term in the transfer matrix both have degree width 4 in each variable. We can factor the denominator out, so the degree width of the numerator of Y L is now 4L + 2. Thus we have enough recursion relations to fix the numerators of both expectation values.
Proof of the main result
Under the hypothesis outlined in the previous section, we now prove the form of the expectation values as given in equation (2.7) and (2.8),
The function u has a list of simple recursions, based on (4.16):
The first of these is easily obtained by using the recursion (4.16) on each of the τ -functions in (5.4), and noting that the proportionality factors on the top and bottom cancel exactly. The other two recursions work in a similar way, but result in the reciprocal of the needed ratio of τ -functions, giving a minus sign in front of the logarithm. In fact, the proportionality factors do not cancel completely, but produce an extra term which is dependent only on ζ 1 and ζ 2 , and thus disappears when the derivative is taken in ( 
Proof of recursions (4.19) and (4.22)
We will first prove that Y L (w) as given by (5.3) obeys the symmetry (3.9), i.e.
This follows from
where we have used that L and the symmetry (3.9), proved above. We have
For relation (4.22), we will prove the case where z i = z k /q, and the rest follow again from (anti-)symmetry. We have
(5.9)
Conclusion
In the context of percolation, we have analytically computed an observable, which in a generalised Chalker-Coddington model is the spin current at a quantum Hall transition. It takes a universal value, of which the continuum limit was calculated by Cardy [20] . This observable also falls within a class of parafermionic correlation functions which can be shown to be discretely holomorphic, and hence are precursors to analytic correlators in the conformally invariant continuum limit. Our main results (2.7) and (2.8) are expressed in terms of a Toda lattice wave function, which hints at an interesting link between the quantum integrable completely packed O(n = 1) model and classical integrable models. We stress furthermore that our result is exact for systems of finite width, and not asymptotic, which is unusual for systems which are not free fermionic. Analogous results have been obtained for cylindrical boundary conditions for both site-and bond-percolation [10] . 
B The left boundary recursion for the transfer matrix
We will describe the recursion of the transfer matrix at the left boundary. The recursion at the right boundary is similar.
Setting z 1 = qζ 1 , the entries of the eigenvector are zero unless they correspond to link patterns with a little link from position 1 to the left boundary. There are 8 possible orientations in the above picture, which can be grouped into 3 kinds of connectivities. The following is a summary of the connectivities along with their weights:
[q/qζ 1 
